0  Implementation. Complex interventions have to be implemented before they can be tested. Implementation requires skill and commitii from people whose main interest is in delivering Services, not in "finding out what works." Implementation also requires organizationc and administrative capacity—people and institutions who are ready tc apply their practical knowledge to the problems raised by policymakei These practical concerns often came äs a shock to social scientists whose main concerns were methodological and theoretical.
 •	Variability and Robustness.  The cash-transfer experiments
seemed to produce findings that were robust from one setting to anotl:
if not from one experiment to the next.  Evaluations and experiments
requiring complex organizational Solutions and individualized service
produced findings that were highly sensitive to setting—differences
among sites were consistently greater than differences among treatmer
across sites.
 •	Small, Ambiguous Effects.  The social interventions of the
mid-1960s were justified politically in rhetoric that suggested
broad-scale reform of society. The actual results of experiments anc
program evaluations showed small, often inconclusive effects.  The
interventions worked with some groups and not others; the effects wer
sometimes so small äs to be of questionable practical significance;
important sources of Variation (site-to-site differences, for example
were often not included in the design of evaluations; and effects oft
did not persist over time.
 •	Methodological Uncertainty.  Better-designed, more rigorous,
more analytically sophisticated experiments and evaluations did not
reduce the uncertainty and conflict surrounding policy decisions.
indeed, they often aggravated it.  Serious discussions of important
policy questions often got sidetracked into arcane debates over
methodological decisions, analytic assumptions, and statistical
techniques, leaving the intended consumers of the results confused.
The most frequent conclusions of policy research were recommendatiom
for more research. The research Community seemed reluctant to apply
the same benefit-cost calculus to its own work that it applied to
social policy.
 •	Conflict Between Science and Practice.  As the application of
social science to social policy making proceeded, the breach widened
between people who delivered Services, on the one hand, and the peopJ
who conducted experiments and evaluations, on the other.  practition«
argued that the quantitative findings of rigorous research and evaluc
tion were too abstract to be of any practical use, too insensitive t<
practical problems, and that experimentation and evaluation were
expensive Ornaments hung on social programs for the benefit of sociaJ
scientists. Social scientists argued that, without a scientific basj
practice could not be justified to the public and that resistance to
systematic analysis stemmed from the Professional's usual hostility i
external scrutiny.
It was impossible to engage in large-scale policy research, experimei tion, or evaluation in the 1970s—or the 1980s, for that matter—witl

